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Flanked by the Chesapeake Bay on the west and the Atlantic Ocean on the east, the Eastern Shore formed
through the forces of wind, water and sand. Nearly six years ago I embarked on a personal journey to
document through camera and pen the diversity of life found here. This effort culminated in my latest book,
Between Ocean and Bay: Having spent nearly 28 years working for the National Wildlife Refuge System, I
obviously was drawn to these very special enclaves of public land that we as a nation are so fortunate to
haveâ€”a system so unique that nothing else like it is found anywhere in the world. Established in , the refuge
protects more than 15, acres, including 12, acres of salt marsh that stretch to the horizonâ€”one of the largest
untouched tracts of coastal marsh along the entire East Coast. The refuge has a wonderful mile auto-tour route
that offers many opportunities for photographing the morning flight of the snow geese as they depart the
refuge to feed in the surrounding agricultural fields. The weapons of choice for photographing wildlife here
are the big gunsâ€”focal lengths of mm to mm. But exceptional images of the birds taking off from wetlands
can be captured with medium-telephoto zooms as well as wide-angle zooms. The best time to photograph the
waterfowl concentrations are from October to November. The snowy egret is often seen along the banks of the
wetlands. To witness a truly remarkable natural spectacle near the refuge, consider visiting the area in late
spring when millions of horseshoe crabs converge on the beaches of the Delaware Bay. These long-distance
migrants scour the beach, feeding on the crab eggs to refuel their depleted fat reserves before continuing north
to reach their arctic breeding grounds. Blackwater serves as the mother ship for the complex. Blackwater
protects more than 27, acres, composed mainly of rich tidal marsh characterized by fluctuating water levels
and varying salinity. Other habitat types found here include freshwater ponds, small tracts of cropland and
freshwater impoundments that are seasonally flooded for waterfowl use. Blackwater is a popular place in
November when upwards of 35, geese and 15, ducks visit. The refuge and surrounding area play host to the
largest breeding population of bald eagles on the East Coast, north of Florida. During fall migration, there are
many locations to photograph flocks of geese as they fly overhead and descend on the fields to feed. Check
out the visitor center, especially in late afternoon when the geese land in the nearby fields to feed before
heading back out to the safety of the wetlands. The mile scenic trip to the island winds through expansive
stretches of coastal marshes and forestlands. Protecting more than 14, acres of salt marsh, loblolly pine forests
and freshwater impoundments, Chincoteague is world-renowned for its diversity of wildlife, especially birds.
More than bird species have been recorded here. Other wildlife specialties include the diminutive sika deer,
the endangered Delmarva fox squirrel, the river otter and the muskrat. A great place to start your exploration is
along the main thoroughfare on the refuge, Beach Drive, which leads to the Assateague Island National
Seashore. Drive slowly and watch for river otters feeding and playing in the channels along the road. Belted
kingfishers frequent the same area and can be photographed from the comfort of your vehicle as these supreme
fishers perch on fence posts along the channel. A mixture of loblolly pine hammocks and wetlands creates a
visually appealing composition. As the sun rises behind the pines, the marsh becomes painted with hues of red
and gold. Assateague remains the longest stretch of undeveloped beach in the mid-Atlantic region, and its
remote beaches are important nesting, staging and migration habitats for a variety of migratory birds,
including the endangered piping plover. Stretching for 37 miles along the mid-Atlantic seaboard, Assateague
Island harbors an amazing diversity of life. Expect the full gamut of coastal subjects to photograph, including
seashells, stunning sunrises over the Atlantic, shorebirds and abstracts. While the summer season can be very
crowded at Assateague and Chincoteague, during spring, fall and winter, visitation is greatly curtailed. To
learn more about the National Wildlife Refuge System, visit www. Jim Clark is a contributing editor to
Outdoor Photographer.
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These beautiful waterbirds are truly delightful to observe and each have their own distinctive characteristics
and habits. The Great Blue Heron, Ardea herodias, is a large wading bird commonly found along the shores
and in wetland areas of North and Central America. The Great Blue Heron is the largest of the North
American herons, averaging anywhere from inches in height. With its body of grey feathers, the neck is brown
and its thighs are a reddish brown, but its cheeks, crown and throat are all white. The bill is a dull yellow and
its long legs are a pale brown, and its wing-span can measure up to six feet. It spears its food with its long
sharp bill. In a bulky stick nest, oftentimes located in a rookery filled with other wading birds, the Great Blue
Heron females will lay anywhere from three to six pale blue eggs - called a clutch - and only one brood is
raised each year. Both male and female will feed the young by regurgitating their food. The eggs are incubated
for around 28 days, with the chicks hatching asynchronously not at the same time over a period of several
days. It can only be found in very limited numbers in the Florida Keys, catching his fish and often begging
from local fishermen. This heron has a pure white head situated on its grey-blue body. Its name is indeed
misleading, although it does reside in Louisiana, but it can also be found in other coastal states including
North Carolina and Texas as well as Florida. A common bird, it is much smaller, at approximately 22 inches
in height, and more delicate than the Great Blue Heron that it closely resembles; and its white belly clearly
distinguishes it from all other herons. The Louisiana Heron does not swim, but does wade into deeper waters
and it fishes by striding briskly through the water, oftentimes actually running after the fish which are caught
with a quick thrust of the beak into the water. Beginning life as a completely white bird before turning a
mottled brown, the Little Blue Heron, Egretta caerulea, is a small heron, approximately 24 inches in height,
whose feathers finally turn an intense blue that will last for the remainder of its life. Two major distinguishing
features on the Little Blue Heron are its bluish-beak with a black tip. The statuesque beauty, the Great White
Heron, Ardea occidentalis, is indeed a sight to behold, with its pure white plumage. Their limited ranges
means small numbers and their populations have been dangerously decimated by major hurricanes over the
years. The Little Green Heron, Butorides virescens, is known to be a shy bird, keeping out of human sight
whenever possible, who favors both grassy edges of lakes as well as the swampy areas. This heron measures
only inches and adult females tend to be even smaller than males. The key to its fishing technique is his
incredible patience before the deadly strike. This stretching motion most likely is useful to the heron when
digesting his food. It has been described as the bird equivalent of taking Rolaids. Did you know there were
two kinds of Night Herons here in Florida? One is Yellow-crowned and the other is Black-crowned. The
Yellow-crowned Night Heron, Nyctanassa violacea, can been found feeding in the shallows by those spending
time around the local bays and inland waterways. It is very common here in Florida. Interestingly though, the
Black-crowned Night Heron, Nycticorax nycticorax, is actually a much larger, roughly inches in height, and
stockier bird over the Yellow-crowned heron, with a spectacular white plume on its head. While common
world-wide, its appearance here in Florida is indeed rare. There are several known locations nearby that are
great for observing these various herons that you might want to check out on your next excursion. Pope,
Smithsonian Handbooks: Birds of Florida by Fred J.
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They are good pronunciation practice. Tongue twisters are a great way to practice and improve pronunciation
and fluency. They can also help to improve accents by using alliteration, which is the repetition of one sound.
Below, you will find some of the most popular English tongue twisters. Say them as quickly as you can. If you
can master them, you will be a much more confident speaker. Good blood, bad blood. Are our oars oak? What
time does the wristwatch strap shop shut? Ed had edited it. Nine nice night nurses nursing nicely. Give papa a
cup of proper coffee in a copper coffee cup. The two-twenty-two train tore through the tunnel. Which
wristwatches are Swiss wristwatches? A noisy noise annoys an oyster. Flee from fog to fight flu fast! Two
toads, totally tired. Six thick thistle sticks. Six thick thistles stick. Six slippery snails, slid slowly seaward. Red
lorry, yellow lorry, red lorry, yellow lorry. A box of biscuits, a batch of mixed biscuits. We surely shall see the
sun shine soon. Six short slow shepherds. Which witch wished which wicked wish? Fred fed Ted bread and
Ted fed Fred bread. And now a little more difficult: Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. Did Peter
Piper pick a peck of pickled peppers? She sells sea shells by the sea shore. The shells she sells are surely
seashells. If I bake this bitter butter, it would make my batter bitter. But a bit of better butter that would make
my batter better. How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck wood? He would
chuck, he would, as much as he could, and chuck as much wood as a woodchuck would if a woodchuck could
chuck wood. A pleasant place to place a plaice is a place where a plaice is pleased to be placed. I thought a
thought. Swan swam over the sea, Swim, swan, swim!
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Bent Life History Bent Life History of the Emperor Goose Published by the Smithsonian Institution between
the s and the s, the Bent life history series of monographs provide an often colorful description of the birds of
North America. Arthur Cleveland Bent was the lead author for the series. The Bent series is a great resource
and often includes quotes from early American Ornithologists, including Audubon, Townsend, Wilson, Sutton
and many others. Bent Life History for the Emperor Goose - the common name and sub-species reflect the
nomenclature in use at the time the description was written. On the almost inaccessible, low, marshy shores of
Alaska, between the mouths of the Yukon and Kuskokwim Rivers. Hersey, who spent the season of at the
Yukon delta, saw less than a dozen birds, where Doctor Nelson found it so abundant in The decrease is
partially, if not wholly, due to the fact that large numbers are killed every year and their eggs taken by the
natives, even within the limits of what is supposed to he a reservation. For what we know about the life history
of the emperor goose we are almost wholly indebted to that pioneer naturalist, Dr. Nelson, who fortunately has
given us a very good account of the habits of this species. I shall quote freely from his writings, mainly from
his educational leaflet on this species, in which he writes: At the border of the Yukon delta, Esquimos familiar
with the country were employed to lead us to the desired nesting ground of the emperor goose. It was a bare,
desolate spot, with only a few scattered alders on the upper side of the islands, and an unbroken view out over
the frozen sea to the west. A tent was put up on a slight rise and, after a stock of driftwood had been gathered,
the guides took the sledge and left me with my Eskimo companion to await the arrival of the birds. Later,
when the Ice went out, they returned for me with kyaks. A few white-fronted and cackling geese gave noisy
evidence of their presence, but It was not until May 22 that the Esquimo brought In the first emperor goose:
After this, small flocks came in rapidly until they were plentiful all about us. They arrived quietly, skimming
along near the ground, quite unlike the other geese, which appeared high overhead with wild outbursts of
clanging cries, which were answered by those already on the ground. The river channels and the sea were still
covered with Ice, and the tundra half covered with snow, at the time of the first arrivals. Almost at once after
their arrival on the islands, the emperor geese appeared to be mated, the males walking around the females,
swinging their heads and uttering low love notes, and incoming flocks quickly disintegrated into pairs which
moved about together, though often congregating with many others on flats and sand bars. The male was
extremely jealous and pugnacious, however, and immediately resented the slightest approach of another
toward his choice; and this spirit was shown equally when an individual of another species chanced to come
near. When a pair was feeding, the male moved restlessly about, constantly on the alert, and at the first alarm
the pair drew near one another, and just before taking wing uttered a deep, ringing u-lugh, u-lu ph; these, like
the flight notes, having a peculiar deep tone Impossible to describe. At low tide, as soon as the shore ice
disappeared, the broad mud flats along shore were thronged with them in pairs and groups numbering up to 80
or 40 individuals. They were industriously dabbling in the mud for food until satisfied, and then congregated
on bars, where they sat dozing in the sun or lazily arranging their feathers. By lying flat on the ground and
creeping cautiously forward, I repeatedly approached within 30 or 40 yards of parties near shore without their
showing any uneasiness. The first of June they began depositing eggs In the flat marshy islands bordering the
sea all along the middle and southern part of the delta. The nests were most numerous in the marshes, a short
distance back from the muddy feeding grounds, but stray pairs were found nesting here and there farther
Inland on the same tundra with the other species of geese and numerous other waterfowl. Near the seashore,
the eggs were frequently laid among the bleached and wave-torn scraps of driftwood lying along the highest
tide marks. On June 5, a female was found on her eggs on a slight rise In the general level. A small
gray-bleached fragment of driftwood lay close by. The goose must have lain with neck outstretched on the
ground, as I afterward found was their custom when approached, for the Esqulmo and I passed within a few
feet on each side of her; but, in scanning the ground for nesting birds, the general similarity in tint of the bird
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and the obvious stick of driftwood had complete misled our sweeping glances. We had gone some 20 steps
beyond when the sitting bird uttered a loud alarm note and flew swiftly away. The ground was so absolutely
bare of any cover that the 3 eggs on which she had been sitting were plainly visible from where we stood.
They were lying in a slight depression without a trace of lining. The same ruse misled us a nuniber of times;
but on each occasion the parent betrayed her presence by a startled outcry and hasty departure soon after we
had passed her and our backs were presented. They usually flew to a considerable distance, and showed little
anxiety over our visit to the nests. The nests I examined usually contained from 3 to 5 eggs, but the full
complement ranged up to 8. When first laid, the eggs are pure white, but soon become soiled. They vary In
shape from elongated oval to slightly pyriform, and are indistinguishable in size and shape from those of the
white-fronted goose. As the complement approaches completion, the parent lines the depression in the ground
with a soft, warm bed of fine grass, leaves, and feathers from her own breast. The males were rarely seen near
the nest, but usually gathered about the feeding grounds with others of their kind, where they were joined now
and then by their mates. The emperor goose lays from 3 to 8 eggs; probably 5 or 6 is the usual number. The
eggs that I have seen are elliptical ovate in shape. The shell is smooth or very finely granulated and not at all
glossy. The color is creamy white or dull white at first, becoming nest stained or variegated or finely speckled
with buff. The measurements of 96 eggs, in various collections, average The period of incubation is 24 days,
according to F. Blaauw , who has succeeded in raising this species in captivity. Doctor Nelson says of the
young: The young are hatched the last of June or early July, and are led about the tundras by both parents
until, the last of July and the first of August, the old birds molt their Quill feathers and with the still unfledged
young become extremely helpless. At this time, myriads of other geese are In the same condition, and the
Esquimos xliade a practice of setting up long lines of strong fishnets on the tundras to form pound traps, or
inclosures with wide wings leading to them, into which thousands were driven and killed for food. The
slaughter in this way was very great, for the young were killed at the same time and thrown away In order to
get them out of the way of the next drive. The Esquimos of this region also gather large numbers of eggs of
the breeding waterfowl for food and, with the demand for them at the mining camps of the north, a serious
menace to the existence of these and other waterfowl might ensue. The legs and bill are black. The chicks
grew very fast, and In a few weeks were completely feathered. In the first feather dress the bird resembles the
adults, but the gray Is not so bluish. The black markings on the feathers are only Indicated, and the coverts on
the upper side are not so square, but more pointed. The black throat Is wanting, and so is the white head and
neck, these parts being gray like the rest of the body. The tail is white. The bill is dusky bluish, flesh color at
the base and black at the tip. The legs are yellowish black. As soon as the birds are full grown they begin to
molt, shedding all the feathers except the large flight feathers. The tail feathers are also molted. At the end of
October the young birds are quite grown, and similar to the old birds. By this time the upper mandible has got
the beautiful blue and flesh colors of the old birds, whilst the lower mandible has become black. The legs are
now orange. When the bird is molting, the first white feathers of the head to appear are near the base of the
bill. The above gray-headed plumage must be the juvenal plumage, which I have never seen, and which is
probably not worn for more than a few weeks. Evidently the change into the first winter plumage must be very
rapid. All the young birds which I have seen, collected between September 9 and November 17 of their first
year, are in the first winter plumage. In this the head and neck are largely white above and black below, much
as in the adult, but the black area is browner and the white area is much obscured by dusky mottling,
especially on the forehead, lores, and neck; the juvenal wing is similar in color pattern to the adult, but it has
narrower, buffy white edgings instead of broad white edgings and dull, brownish-dusky, subterminal markings
instead of pure clear black; the feathers of the back are similarly marked with dull patterns and narrow buffy
edgings, which soon wear away; the under parts are dull and mottled; and the tail is largely white, as in the
adult. This plumage is worn for a very variable length of time by different individuals. I have seen birds taken
in November in which the adult plumage was well advanced on the back and scapulars; and I have seen others
which were just begininng the molt in June. Perhaps both of these were exceptional; and probably a more or
less continual molt of the body plumage takes place all through the winter and spring. I have a fine young
male in my collection, taken June 80, which is just completing this molt and is practically adult. The wings are
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molted during the coming summer, July and August, after which young birds, during their second fall, become
indistinguishable from adults. Turner says that "the emperor goose visits the vicinity of Stewart and St.
Michael Islands in great numbers to feed on the shellfish exposed by the low water. Its flesh is said to be rank
and strongly flavored, which is generally not the case with vegetable feeders. Doctor Nelson says, of the flight
and notes of this species: When on the wing, they were easily distinguished from the other geese, even at
considerable distances, by their proportionately shorter necks and heavier bodies, as well as by their short,
rapid wing strokes, resembling those of the black brant. Like the latter, they usually flew near the ground,
rarely more than 30 yards high, and commonly so close to the ground that their wing tips almost touched the
surface on the down stroke. While flying from place to place, they give at short intervals a harsh, strident call
of two syllables, like kia-ha, kia-ha, kia-ha, entirely different from the note of any other goose I have ever
heard. A group of them on a sand bar or mud flat often utter lower, more cackling notes in a conversational
tone, which may be raised to welcome new arrivals. They are much less noisy than either the white-fronted or
cackling geese, which often make the tundra resound with their excited cries. Occasionally I could cause a
passing flock to leave its course and swing in close to my place of concealment by imitating their flight notes.
Again he writes: While a pair is feeding, the male keeps moving restlessly about, with eyes constantly on the
alert, and at the first alarm they draw near together and just before they take wing both utter a deep, ringing
u-high, u-lu ph. As in the case of the call note, this has a peculiar, deep hoarseness, impossible to describe.
Turner says that these geese: Form an important article of food in the Yukon district, alike to the white and
native population. They are mostly obtained by means of the gun. The best localities near St. Michael are
toward the western end of the canal, along the edge of the low grounds bordering the hills of the mainland, and
near the village of Stephansky Athwik, native name , on the western side of St. This area is low, intersected
with innumerable swamps and connecting streams, forming a fine feeding ground for all kinds of waterfowl. A
regular camping outfit is taken by sledge and dogs to a chosen locality. In the early morning a site is selected
where the geese fly around some ending of a hill range, for they fly low and prefer to sweep around the hills
rather than mount over them. They are frequently so low in their flight that the hunter has to wait until the
geese are well past before he can shoot them to an advantage. A nearly constant stream of geese fly around a
certain point, just to the left of the Crooked Canal, on a slight eminence, formed from the deposit of soil torn
up by some immense ice cake, which the high tides of some December In years long gone by had left as the
water receded and the warm weather of spring had melted; now overgrown with patches of rank vegetation.
The low character of the ground did not favor approach to the geese feeding at the ponds.
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